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Abstract. Let G(H) be the Chevalley (Steinberg) Kac-Moody
group of the Kac-Moody Lie algebra L. If G is the canonical
homomorphism of H onto G,and {BG,NG} is the Tits system inG,
then {<j~l(BG),o~l(NG)}is a Tits system in the Weyl-simple subgroup
of H.
More than twenty yearshave passed sincethe study of Kac-Moody groups
was begun by Moody and Teo [M-T] and Marcuson [Mar]. During thisperiod,
interest in the subject has swelled ([A - M],[Mat],[Mor,],[Mor2], [Mor3],[M-R]
and[T2]) along with that for the general theory of Kac-Moody Lie algebras [K].
One focus of thisresearch has been to describe the Tits systems, or B-N pairs,
within the groups.
For both the Chevalley (adjoint) and Steinberg (nonadjoint) Kac-Moody
groups, the methods for constructing Tits systems have closely resembled those
used in the classicalfinitedimensional case. We note here that,for the Steinberg
Kac-Moody groups, it is possible to construct a second Tits system within a
naturally arising subgroup by elementary means.
For (f>a field of characteristic 0, let L be a Kac-Moody 0-Lie algebra
with Weyl group W. Let A,U, and P denote the set of roots, the set of simple
roots, and the set of positive roots respectively. We have AW ―A,TIWc: A, and
P W c A .If a e UW, we say thata is Weyl-simple [Mar]. Denote by Lathe root
space corresponding to the root CC.
Let G be theKac-Moody Chevalley group of L
by allexp(ad ten),
i
e. the group generated
G = Uxp{adtea):aGUW,ea eLa,t<E<p)
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Assume thatwe have a representationof L on the £-extreme module Wl
with dominant highest weight. In particular,ea acts on 31. The Kac-Moody
Steinberggroup of L associatedwith W( is then
H = (exp(tea): a e PW, ea e LaJt({>)
Let G be given by exp(?ea)―>exp(adtea).
Let Hn be the Weyl-simple subgroup of H, i.e.the subgroup generated
by allexp(tea)where GL is Weyl-simple. Define B'H to be BH nHn and /V^ to
be NH.
Theorem 1. O is a canonicalgroup map of //n onto G.
Proof. See Marcuson [Mar]
The notion of a Tits system, or B-N pair [T,],plays an important role
in the simplicityproofs for the classicalChevalley groups [C].
Definition. A group G, subgroups B and N, and a subset S of
N/(BnN)is, a Tits system if
ii
(B<uN) = G,
Br^N is normal in G,
iii. S is a set of involutions which generate W = N I{B c＼N),
iv. for all seS and all weW, wBscz BwB^j BwsB ,and
v. for all seS sBs^B .
In the sequel, we will say that{B,N} forms a Tits system when the
nature of G and S are clear.
In 1972, Moody and Teo showed by construction that a Tits system
{BG,NG} exists in G . Soon afterward, Marcuson (1975) constructed the Tits
system {BH,NH} generalizing that of Steinberg [S] for the representation of L on
sJJl.In 1983, Peterson and Kac [P-K] studied the theory of B-N pairs
{BPK,NPK} in Kac-Moody groups for general integral representations. It follows
from their work that {BG,NG} coincides with {BPI<,NPK} for adjoint
representations and that {B'H,NrH} coincides with {BPK,NPK} for highest weight
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representations. To see this, note first that BPK<z:Bc and BPKCLBfH. Then
B
G
PK
[
= BG, and BPK=B'H. Now, because B'Hr＼N'H contains the kernel of
P-K], itfollows that {(j'l(BG),a~l(NG)} coincides with {BPK,NPK}
In the finitedimensional case, Hn -H, and the Tits system in H is the
inverse image under o of the Tits system in G. It is thereforenatural to ask
whether BPK and NPK form a Titssystem simply as theinverseimages of BG and
NG under o.
Theorem 2. B" = a'](Bc) and N" =O~＼NG) form a Titssystem in Hn
Proof. Let KH kernel o
i.Hn=(BZvN≫)
Let heHn, and write c(h) = g]---gn where gieBGuNG for i = l,...,n. Let
hitHn be such that a{hi)= gt. Then ho = h＼-'-hne.(B%＼jN%), and
ho~lh= keKH^B£yjN%. Hence h = hok&{B^(jNf^) so that #n c (l?£u JV£).
Thus£Tn=(^u^).
K n nh is normal in N%
This follows from B"nN" = a~l(BGnNG)
N"l{B"nN") = W is generated by a set of involutions.
This is a consequence of the fact that G induces an isomorphism of
W[K nN≫) onto NG /(BGnNG).
iv. For all s e S, and all w eW,
wB'^sc B%sB% u B%wsB%
Let w" and n" be representativesof s and w respectivelyin N^I{B'^r＼N^),
and let b" e B%
Thus
Assume that <7 maps w"n, and b" to w,-,n and b respectively
a: ≪"b"w"―≫nbwi e wBGs c BGsBG u BGwsBG
Hence n"b"w"e o~x(BrsBr u BrwsBr)
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<j-l(BGsBG)v a-l(BGwsBG)
To finish,we need only show thatfor any weW, <jl(BGwBG) = B£wB%
B£wB£<^o-](BGwBG) is clear.Let x" e o~{(BGwBG). Then <j(x") = bnc
n is a representativeof w in NG /(Br nNG). Choose &"and c" in
Now,
where
B" and n" a
representativeof w in N^I{B^r＼N'^) such that a maps x^=h"n"c" to bnc
Thenx'0'~l-keKH c=H#, and we see
thatx" = kx£e KHB%wB% = B£wB% .Thereforea"1(BGwBG) c B^wB^ .
v. For allseS, sB'^s&B".
We know sBG$g:BG so we have wiOb0wj0£BG for some representative wj0of s
and some b0 e BG. Choose b" e E'^ and w"e N£ such that (J takes b" to Z?oand
w" to w/().Then
o:w?b"w?-*wiQbQwiQ£BG,
and so w['b"w?eB%.
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